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FS:  fully-prepped 88 944 Spec $6000 NorCal
Posted by Lofgren - 02 Jun 2012 14:11
_____________________________________

Hello all - I'm getting out (too many cars, not enough time).  Here's the details on my car.  Located in
Milpitas CA.  

Thanks,

Dan

1988 944 Spec car for sale $6,000

Fully-prepped, NASA logbook, non-LSD

Details:

-Original (high-compression) 88 motor; original (short 5th) transaxle

-Dyno sheet shows 137hp

-147k miles (top-end rebuild at 110k, new clutch at 145k)

-Roughly 2430 lbs w/o driver

-Rollcage by TC Design (tall driver friendly)

Suspension/brakes:

-M030 front bar, Weltmeister rear

-944T caster blocks

-Racer’s Edge camber plates

-Weltmeister strut brace

-Koni yellow shocks

-Paragon/Racer’s Edge adjustable height kit

-Hypercoil 350lb front/30mm hollow rear

-Weltmeister/Racer’s Edge Delrin bushings
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-Stainless steel brake lines

Misc:

-Very good body/paint (no damage except light crunch in right rear corner, not shown in pictures)

-Speedforce Racing lightweight exhaust

-Kirkey 16” Intermediate racing seat

-New water pump & hoses

-New cam & balance belts and rollers

-New starter motor

-New CV axles w/ Stage 8 locking bolts

-New master cylinder & brake reservoir

-New windshield

-New fuel pump and fuel pressure regulator

-Phone dial wheels with good used Toyo R888

Also selling a set of wheels/tires:

-4x 15x7 phone dials with unused shaved Toyo RA1s $750

============================================================================

Re: FS:  fully-prepped 88 944 Spec $6000 NorCal
Posted by Lofgren - 02 Jun 2012 14:14
_____________________________________

Sorry, should have provided my email address if you want to contact me:  

 This e-mail address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it

============================================================================
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Re: FS:  fully-prepped 88 944 Spec $6000 NorCal
Posted by Lofgren - 11 Jul 2012 08:32
_____________________________________

SOLD!

============================================================================
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